DEFINITIONS AND EQUIVALENT NORMS
2.1. The spaces W,"(R,), H,"(R,), and B&JR,)
We recall some basic facts for the Lebesgue-Besov spaces H9s(R,) and B&(R,), and their special cases WPS(R,) (Sobolev-Slobodeckij spaces). Rn is the real n-dimensional Euclidean space. Com(R,) is the space of all complex infinitely differentiable functions, defined in R, , with compact support. (Similarly C,m(sZ) is defined, where Q C R, is a domain in R,J. S(R,) is the Schwartz space of complex rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable functions, S'(R,) is the space of tempered distributions. F and F-i are the Fourier transformation and the inverse Fourier transformation in S'(R,), respectively. L9(R,) and L',o'(R,) have the usual meaning; 1 < p <CD.
If1 <p<coandifs>O,then
Hs,"(RJ = tf1.f~ S'UL), llfll~/ = IIF-Yl + I E /2)s'2FfI/~, < a> (1) are the Lebesgue spaces. Let s > 0; 1 <p < co; and 1 < 9 < co. Further, let K and I be two integers such that 0 < k < s and I > s -R. We set and Ilf llb;,m = c sup I h Pk) II 4'Pf IL, for 9 = co. (2b) la(=k AEJQ, Then B;,&z) = (f If G&J, llf Ile;,, = llf IlL, + Ilf Ita;,, < ~0) (3) are the usual Besov spaces. There exist many equivalent norms. In particular, for different values of K and I the corresponding norms are equivalent to each other (so we omitted these indices). We refer to [8] , 5.6, [IS], or [17] , 2.5.1. We set W,SW = ~ff$?, fors = 1, 2,3 ,.,., for s > 0, s is not an integer. For our purpose it will be useful to modify I]f llH,#. The Michlin-Hormander multiplier theorem, see [4] , yields Setting and using the multiplier theorem, it follows !If ILIpS -Ilfll~., + IIf!lh,8 2 .f~ W,). (7) Since S(R,) is dense in HP8(R,) the last relation holds forfe IID*( where (lf(lhD8 is to be understood in the sense of completion.
Function Spaces with Weights
In this subsection we give the definitions for the spaces considered in this paper. (2) There exists a positive number c such that (8) fop XER, and j = 0, 1, 2,... (9) (b) 2 is the subset of Z, where (8) is reinforced by Remark 1. It is not very hard to see that 8 is not empty. Let X$(X); j = 1, 2,...; be the characteristic function of (x [ 2i < ] x 1 < 2j+l}, and let x,,(x) be the characteristic function of {x 1 1 x j < 2). We use Sobolev's mollification method, see for instance [13, p. 381 . The mollified function offis denoted by (f)h, where h > 0 indicates the radius of the mollification. Now we mollify x?(x) and xi+r( x in a neighborhood of (y ( ( y 1 = 2j+l}, ) where the radius of mollification is 2+r; j = 0, 1, 2,... (hence, xj is mollified near {y / 1 y 1 = 2j} and near (y j / y / = 2j+r} by different radii of mollification). Let & be the function xj mollified in the described way. Then the wellknown properties of the mollification method yield {&}zO E 2. DEFINITION 2. Let (&}j",,EZ.Let I <p < co; 1 <q < co and --co < p < 00. 
(c) && (R,+) and &,,,,,(R,+) denote the completion of C,"(RA+) in h& (R,+) and bi,,,,(R,+), respectively.
Similarly for w",,JR,+) and tiiJR,+). Remark 2. It will be shown, that hi,, (R,) and b&JR,) are Banach spaces. Then (13) and (14) is the usual procedure of constructing factor spaces. Clearly, all these norms depend on the choice of the system {~j}~~O E 2. But it will be shown that for different systems {~j>~~"=o the corresponding norms are equivalent to each other. This is the reason why we omitted additional indices indicating the choice of {&)~=a . We prove some simple, but important, properties for the defined spaces, which are the basis for the further considerations. (16) II s /lb& = cs-(n'a) Ilf llb& forf E %(RJ. (17) Proof. (17) is an easy consequence of (2). To prove (16) we assume f E S(R,) and use (Fg)(x) = c-"(Ff)(x/c) (similarly for F-l).
Then (16) is a consequence of (6). Now one obtains (16) for arbitrary f E H," (R,) by completion.
Remark 3. (16) and (17) show that I/f //h,8 and I\ f lib; ~ are the "homogeneous" parts of the usual norms in HD8(R,) and B&JR,).
That these parts are sufficient for our purpose will be shown in the next lemma. 
(here we used Il(h)d IL-, , < )/ K jj,.,). Completion shows that (23) is valid for all functions belonging to HDs(R,J, in particular for f. Consequently,
Since (&E C,,cu(R,), one obtains (f)& = 0. It follows f = 0. This is a contradiction to (22). A similar conclusion can be made for b& .
LEMMA 3. Let g be a complex infinitely dz~erentiable function, defined in R, , such that holds for all multi-indices y
where b(y) are appropriate positive numbers, independently of x. If f E h&(R,), resp. f E b&+(RJ, then fg E h&(R,), respectively fg E bi. Step 1. Let {&>& E Z. LetfE h,"(R,) (respectivelyfE b&(R,)). Lemma 1 yields Step 2. Let f E b&(R,),
respectively f E b&q,G(R,). Then (25) is an immediate consequence of (28) and a corresponding formula for b& . THEOREM 1. Let --oo<~<oo; l<p<co;
l<q<co;ands>O (for the h-spaces s = 0 is also admissible).
(a) h&(R,) and b&JR,)
are Banach spaces. If q < co, then Com(Rn) is dense in hi,,(R,,) and dense in b&JR,).
(b) If {[i)~=O E Z and (zj}& E Z are two systems in the sense of dejkition 1, then the corresponding rwrms (11) for the space hX,(Rn) with respect to the two systems are equivalent to each other; and the corresponding norms (12) for the space bi,a,p(R,) are also equivalent to each other. Proof.
Step 1, Using (8) and Lemma 2 it follows that I/ . lJh; p(Rnl and II . Ilb;,am,(R,) are norms. If if"L is a Cauchy sequence, then there exists
(we always use Lemma 2 and the properties of ([i}j"=o E Z). But then it follows by standard arguments thatfk converges also in h&(R,), resp. b&JR,), to f. Hence, hi,JRI1) and bi,,,,(R,) are Banach spaces.
Step 2. Let (J'j}j",O E 2 and let {&}J'!zo E 2. For fixed j, where j = 0, 1, 2,..., and f E h&(R,), we obtain (here I& E 0 for K < 0). We apply Lemma 3 and (28), whereg = &(cE, [,)-l. Clearly, (24) is satisfied, and b(y) is independent ofj. It follows that where c is independent of j. This proves (b) for the h-spaces. A similar conclusion can be made for the b-spaces.
Step 3. We prove the last part of (a). Let f~ hi,,(R,).
Further let (6,}j"=o E 2. Then Repeating the argumentation of the last step, we obtain where c is independent of k (and N). Hence, But f CL0 & can be approximated by functions belonging to Cow(R,) in the desired way (for instance with the aid of the above mentioned mollification method). Similarly, one concludes for b&JR,), provided that 4 < co. (Here we used that CoW(R,) is a dense subset in HDS(R,), as well as in B&(R,), 4 < co. This is untrue for Bi,,,(R,)).
Step 4. We prove (c). The both last equivalences follow immediately from Lemma 1 and from Lemma 2, where Q in Lemma 2 is either K, or (y 1 4 < \ y 1 < 4). (See the proof of Lemma 3.) But the first equivalence is only the transformation of the last equivalence. Of course, the assertions are also true for the b-spaces. and bi,,,,(R,+) are also Banach spaces, since they are factor spaces of Banach spaces.
Equivalent Norms in the Spaces wh,,(R,)
For abbreviation we write
The following theorem will show that the spaces w&(R,) are closely related to spaces considered by L. D. Kudrjavcev [5, 6] and B. Hanouzet [l, 2,3] . But for convenience we start with a lemma. Proof. Let y E Kj be fixed. Then one obtains
Here z = Z(X) = y + U(X)(X -y), 0 < U(X) < 1. It holds that Equation (30) is an easy consequence of the last estimate. 
In both cases jl f I(w&(R,) is an equivalent norm in w"p+(R,).
Proof. Step 1. Let f E wi,,(R,).
Further let {&}j"=,, E 2, where we assume that there exists a positive number C such that *E;Uafpr, I X -Y I 2 c2j;
XPKj (For instance, the system constructed in Remark 1, has this property, where C = l/4.) If s is not an integer, then it follows that (34) (Here we used that for fixed x E R, at most three terms (f&)(x) are not zero.) (33) yields that the last term on the right-hand side of (34) ,a&
Considering the transformation 3i: = EX, where E > 0, one obtains for
where c is independent of E. Choosingg = f& and E = 2i, and applying (29) (with the b-spaces instead of the h-spaces) then (35) yields A similar conclusion can be made if s is an integer. Then one has to replace ew.LL in (37) by hSp,u.
Step 2. Assume f E W~S1oC (R,) and Ilfli,,; PCR,r -C co. Let {&>TCO ES 2 be the same system as in the first step. If s is an integer, then it follows from the last equivalence in (29) and the transformation which leads to the first equivalence in (29) Th e properties of the system {&}yE"=, prove This proves the theorem.
INTERPOLATION THEOREMS

Preliminaries
It is assumed that the reader is acquainted with the basic notations of abstract interpolation theory in Banach spaces. A detailed description may be found in [17] . But for convenience we recall some notations. (44) is an easy consequence of (41). We prove (43). (4) g(z) = cO'-"cl"f(z)
is an isomorphic mapping from F(c&, , clA,) onto F(A, , A,). But now, using (42), we obtain (43).
We prove a second lemma about interpolation. Hence, SR is a projection in A. Therefore, the range of SR is a complemented subspace of A, the projection space. S is an isomorphic mapping from B onto this projection space, and R, restricted on this projection space, is the corresponding inverse operator. Remark 5. The lemma is simple. But it seems to be one of the most powerful tools in interpolation theory, and, in particular, in its applications to spaces of functions and distributions. The idea is due to J. Peetre [lo] (who used this method more implicitly also in other papers). This method is extensively used in [17] . Perhaps, the most valuable fact is that S is an isomorphic mapping from [B,, B& , respectively (B, , B,),,, , onto a complemented subspace of [AA,, A,]@ , respectively (A,, A&+ .
Interpolation of the h-Space and the b-Spaces over R,
With the aid of the last two lemmas it is not very hard to develop an interpolation theory for the h-spaces and the b-spaces. THEOREM 3. Let --co < p0 < co; -co<pL1<co; l<p,<co; l< p, < co; 1 < q,, < co; 1 < q1 < CO; and s,, > 0; s1 > 0 (in the case of the h-spaces s,, = 0, respectively s1 = 0, is also admissible). Further let 0 < 0 < 1. Hence, R is a retraction, and S is a corresponding coretraction in the sense of (45). Now we use the interpolation theory for vector-valued Z,-spaces, see [17, 1.18.11, or [16, p. 751 . If {Aj, Bj} are interpolation couples, then holds where p, , p, , p, and 0 satisfy the above conditions. Applying the above considerations on the spaces h&JR,) and h&JR,), and using Lemma 6 (as well as the remarks before and after this lemma), then it follows that S is also an isomorphic mapping from onto a complemented subspace of To interpolate Hzpd'j'(R,) and H~'j'(R,J we use again the last equivalence in (29). Clearly, g(x) -+g(2%) is an isometric mapping from H2k*tk)(R,) onto Hz(R,); K = 0, 1; equipped with the norm Step 2. All the other assertions of the theorem can be proved in exactly the same way. Essentially, the proof of (53) was reduced to (56) and (58). We must replace these both statements by corresponding relations. The needed interpolation theorems for the vector-valued I,-spaces may be found in[l7, 1.18.1](seealso [16,p.75] ).Th e interpolation theory for the LebesgueBesov (-Sobolev-Slobodeckij) spaces H,"(R,) and B&(R,) is developed in [17, 2. 41 (see also [15] ).
Remark 6. The method described in the first step explains one of the main features of interpolation theory for function spaces: Firstly, one has to prove interpolation theorems for vector-valued Z,-spaces and &-spaces in a more or less direct way. Secondly, one reduces the interpolation theory for the Lebesgue-Besov (Sobolev-Slobodeckij) spaces HDS(R,) and B&(R,) to the theory of the vector-valued &-spaces and L,-spaces. This is done systematically in [17] and [15] . Thirdly, one reduces the interpolation theory for function spaces with weights to the theory for Lebesgue-Besov spaces Has(&) and B&(R,).
Step 1 of the above proof is an example of this procedure. Another, rather wide, class of functions spaces with weights is treated on this basis in [17] and [16] . In particular, the above theorem is the counterpart to theorem 3.4.2 in [17] .
Remark 7. The most interesting spaces of the above type are the spaces we,,, since they can be described explicitly by Theorem 2. So it will be interesting to specialize the above theorem on this spaces. Then one obtains a generalization of Theorem 3.9.2 in [17] . 
This is a consequence of (50), (51) and (52). Clearly, only in the case s, # si , s integer, the right-hand side of (59) is not w&(&J. This is a generalization of formula (3.9.2/l) in [17] . A little more complicated is the complex interpolation. If ss and si are not integers, then (see (54)) If ss and si are integers, then it follows from (53)
But if s,, is an integer and s1 is not an integer, then the interpolation of the w-spaces requires the complex interpolation of H$$R,) and B21,&R,). This cannot be done in the framework of the Lebesgue-Besov spaces, see [15] , formula (14) where the interpolation space is described with the aid of new spaces.
Interpolation of the h-Spaces and the b-Spaces over R,,+
It is not very hard to carry over Theorem 3 on the h-spaces and the b-spaces (and so also to the w-spaces) over Ii,+. (R,) onto hi,,(RB+), where s > 0; --co < P < co; 1 <p < co; and from bi.,,,(R,)
onto b&JRn+), where s > 0; --co < p < 03; 1 <p < 00; 1 < q < 00; is a retraction. If N is a given positive number, then there exists a common corresponding coretraction S (extension operator) for all the h-spaces and all the b-spaces, provided that s < N. (More precisely: There exists an extension operator S from L',OC(R,+) into LF"(R,J, whose restriction on hi,,(R,,+); 0 < s < N, 1 <p < co; --oo < p < 00; is an extension operator into hc,,(R,), and whose restriction on bi,,,.(R,+); 0 < s < N; 1 <p < 00; 1 < q ,< co; --00 < p < 00; is an extension operator into bs,Q,,(R,)).
Proof. It is sufficient to construct an appropriate extension operator. We use the known fact that there exists a common extension operator s from HDS(R,+); 0 < s < N; 1 < p < co; into NaS(R,), and from BSpJR,+); 0 < s < N; 1 <p < co; 1 < q < 00; into II&( see 117, Lemma 2.9.31. Let {[Jo& E 2, where (33) is satisfied. Let {~~>j"~ E 2, such that (55) holds. Then Remark 8. Of course, the special cases of Remark 7 can be carried over, too.
EMBEDDING THEOREMS
In this section we consider two types of embedding theorems: embedding from RR, into itself, and embedding from R, into R,-, , the boundary of R,+. Of course, the second type seems to be more important, since embedding theorems on the boundary are the basis for considering boundary value problems for degenerate elliptic differential operators. 
then holds
The last relation is also valid after replacing R, by R,+.
Proof.
Let (for instance) f E hF,,(R,J. Using (29) and the well-known embedding theorems for the H-spaces, see for instance 2.8.1 in [17] , it follows that Similarly one proves the assertion if gi,, and/or g",,, is an b-space. One obtains the desired statements for the spaces over R,+on the basis of Lemma 7.
Remark 9. Using other embedding theorems for the Lebesgue-Besov spaces [17, 2.8.11 one can reinforce the last theorem. For instance, in some cases one can admit the limit case CJ -n/r = s -n/p. Further, one can formulate conditions which ensure that functions belonging to b-spaces or h-spaces are (at least locally) elements of Holder spaces. Using the technique developed in (61) then one obtains in analogy to the estimates in (68) [s-u/P)]-Further, it holds RG = E. Hence, 6 is a coretraction, corresponding to R. In the same way one proves that R is a retraction from bL,q,w(R,J onto
Step 2. Let f~ h&(R,+). Let s > l/p. Using the extension operator S from Lemma 7, it follows that R is also a linear and bounded operator from hiJRn+) into
The restriction of G on R,+ is a corresponding coretraction. In the same way one concludes for the b-spaces.
Step 3. Now we prove (65), (66) Remark 10. The theorem is the generalization of Theorem 3.9.3 in [17] . The theorem contains the "direct" embedding (R is a linear and bounded operator) as well as the "inverse" embedding (R is a retraction, that means that there exists a right-inverse operator 6 such that RG = E).
STRUCTURE THEOREMS
This section is the continuation of the structure theory for the LebesgueBesov spaces HDS(R,) and B& (R,) developed in [17] 2.11 (see also [14] ), and for Lebesgue-Besov spaces with weights developed in [17, 3.7 and 3.9 .41 (some results are also proved in [16] ). Proof. Step 1. We use the method developed in the first step of theorem 3. One obtains that is an isomorphic mapping from hi,,(R',) and b&JR,) onto a complemented subspace of l, (H,8(R,)) and Z#l&JR,)), respectively. Since HpS(R,) is isomorphic to L,(O, 1) and BiSg(R,) is isomorphic to I, (see the above references) it follows that hi, .( R,J is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of Z,(L(O, 1)) and hence also isomorphic to a complemented subspace of L,(O, 1). Similarly, b&,JR,) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of I,. But each infinitely dimensional complemented subspace of 1, is isomorphic to I, , see [l I]. Hence, b&JR,) is isomorphic to Z, . To prove that h& (R,) is isomorphic to L,(O, 1) we need an additional consideration. If w C R, is a ball, then the above-mentioned extension method yields that HDs(w) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of Hp8(R,), where the functions of this subspace vanishes outside of a compact set. Then HP8(w) is also isomorphic to a complemented subspace of h&JR,).
But H,"(W) is isomorphic to L,(O, l), see [17, 4.9 .31. C onsequently, we have the following situation: &JR,,) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of I&(0, 1), and on the other hand there exists a complemented subspace of h& (R,) which is isomorphic to L,(O, 1). Since Z,(L, (O, 1) ) is isomorphic to L,(O, l), we have the situation treated by A. Pelczynski [ll] . It follows that h&(R,) is isomorphic to L,(O, 1).
Step 2. If R has the meaning of (64) and if g is a corresponding coretraction in the sense of Theorem 6 for the spaces defined over R,+, then E -GR is a projection from h&(R,+) onto &,(RR,+), and from b&JR,+) onto &&,JR,+),respectively.UsingLemma 7 it follows that &JR,+)andhE,,(R,+)
are complemented subspaces of h&(R,). Similarly for the b-spaces. Now we can conclude in the same manner as in the first step. This proves the theorem.
